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Philosophy and performance in front cartridge filtration

OMflow: orthogonal cellar filtration



OMflow is 

the Microfiltration System

for Cellar Polishing and               

Pre-bottling. 

The first on the market (year 2009), 

the most copied and absolute 

reference.

OMflow: what is it



Brightening filtration: 

Operation capable of 

brightening, at various 

levels of residual turbidity, 

post-clarification and post-

decanting wines and 

sparkling wines for the 

subsequent refinement 

and/or pre-bottling phases

Pre-bottling filtration: 

Operation capable of 

brightening and 

stabilizing wines and 

sparkling wines for the 

subsequent pre-bottling 

phases

OMflow: applications



OMflow: plant engineering

OMflow 11.208m - manual OMflow 33.212sa - semiautomatic



OMflow: plant engineering

OMflow 44.218° - automatic
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Thank you!
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